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0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this article, for n > 1, C” will denote the vector space of all 
ordered n tuples z = (z, ,..., z,J of complex numbers, with inner product 
(z,w)=z,w,+‘.*+z,w, (O-1) 
and norm ] z ] = (z, z)“*. 
The unit ball B of C” is then the set of all z E C” with ]z 1 < 1 and the unit 
sphere S = aB is the set of all z with 1 z I = 1. We denote by p the rotation- 
invariant measure on S normalized so that p(S) = 1. 
If f is holomorphic or pluriharmonic (the real part of a holomorphic 
function) on B, the means M,(J r), 0 <p < oo, are defined by 
and 
As usual, for 0 <p < co, HP denotes the space of holomorphic functions on 
B for which the means M,(f, r) are bounded. 
The research leading to the results in this article was motivated by a result 
due to Duren and Shields [3] and by a closely related result in [2]. For 
0 < p < 1, we denote by BP the space of holomorphic functions f in the unit 
disk D in C for which 
llsllBP=I,’ (1 - 9 (“p)--2 M,(f, I) dr < 0~). P-2) 
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Also, we denote by bp the corresponding space of harmonic functions in D. 
In (31, the following result was proved: 
THEOREM A. If u E bP and v is a harmonic conjugate of u then v E b”. 
Theorem A was proved by using a result due to Duren et al. 12, 
Theorem 51 concerning fractional derivatives and fractional integrals of 
functions in BP. Iff(z) = CpZO k a zk is holomorphic in D and /? > 0, then the 





I-@ + 1) 
k;. T(k + 1 + p) akZk’ 
(0.4) 
where I- denotes the gamma function. These definitions differ slightly from 
those of Hardy and Littlewood [7]. In 121, the following theorem was 
proved: 
THEOREM B. Suppose 0 < p < q < 1 and let p = (l/p) - (l/q). 
(i) If f E BP, then fro1 E Bq. 
(ii) rffE BP, thenfL4] E BP. 
In this article, we consider analogs of the two results for holomorphic and 
pluriharmonic functions on the unit ball in C”. In Section 1, we define 
multiplier transformations J4f and J,f, f holomorphic, which in the case 
n = I correspond to the fractional derivative f t4’ and fractional integral fro, 
off, respectively. In Proposition 1, we obtain an integral representation for 
J*f in terms of the Cauchy-Szego kernel on B. 
In Section 2, we prove the main result, Theorem 3, concerning integral 
estimates comparing the growth of the means M,(f, r), MP(J5’ r), and 
M,(J,f, r). As a corollary to Theorem 3, we obtain a generalization to the 
unit ball B of Theorem B for the operators J4 and J,. Finally, in Section 3 
we show how the methods and results of Section 2 can be used to obtain 
results concerning the rate of growth of the means M,, 1 <p ,< co, for a 
pluriharmonic function u and its pluriharmonic conjugate u. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
By [6,9], any holomorphic functionfon B has a Fourier series expansion 
which converges uniformly on every compact subset of B. The set of 
functions {~Jz)}, k=O, 1, 2 ,.,., V= l,..., mk= (“+:-I) is a complete 
orthogonal system of homogeneous polynomials on B which are orthonormal 
on S with respect to the measure ,u. The coefficients uku are given by 
uku=uku(j-)=l’ - ;y jsfW h”(f) 44). (1.2) 
Series representation (1.1) holds for any bounded symmetric domain in C “. 
For the unit ball B, the dku are suitably normalized monomials which for 
each k are homogeneous of degree k. From (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that for 
0 < r < 1, a,,V;) = r’&,df), where f, is defined by f,(z) =f(rz). 
For P > 0 and f(z) = Ck,” akoOkutz), (Ck+ = EL,, ,Ekl) we define the 
following multiplier transformations J4f and J, f by 
and 
(1.3) 
From the definitions, it is clear that J,(JDf) =fand J4(Jof) =$ For the unit 
disk in C(n = l), J4f and J, f correspond, respectively, to the fractional 
derivative of f of order p and the fractional integral of f or order /3 as 
considered in [2,7]. Since series representation (1.1) is valid in an arbitrary 
bounded symmetric domain, the operators J4 and J, can also be defined in 
such domains. 
Since T(k + n)/T(k + n + p) Q 1, the series in (1.4) converges uniformly 
and absolutely on compact subsets of B, and hence represents a holomorphic 
function on B. The uniform convergence on compact subsets of B of the 
series in (1.3) will follow as a consequence of Proposition 1. 
A variation of the transformations J4 and J, has also been considered in 
[IO). In that paper, if f is given by (1.1) and JI > 0, then as in (0.3) and (0.4) 
409/93/l-8 
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the fractional derivative and fractional integral off of order p are defined, 
respectively, by 
fr4’w = ;, 
r(k + 1 +/I) 
qk + 1) Qk,>4kLiZ) 
and 
Finally, since it will be needed several times in the sequel, we recall the 
binomial expansion 
(1.5) 
valid for a # 0, -1, -2 ,... . 
Lemma 1 will be needed in the proof of Propositions 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1 [5, Proposition 2.41. IfPk( ) z is a homogeneous polynomial in 
z = (zl )..,) z,,) of degree k, then 
J (z, Ok P/c(t) 44) = r(n) k! r(n + k) Pk(Z)Y S 
where (z, t) is given by (0. I), and for j # k, 
I (z, t>’ Pk(t) dp(t) = 0. S 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be holomorphic in B and /3 > 0. 
(a) ForO<r< 1 andzEB 
r(n -I- PI . f (4 444 
[J4f1(rz)= r(n) J, (1 _ (z, t))n+b’ (1.6) 
(b) For 0 < r < 1 and z E g (closure of B), 
[JBf](rz)=r-~~~’ ~~(r--p)D-lp”-tf@z)dp. (1.7) 
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Proc$ (a) Fix z E B. Using the binomial expansion (1.5) of 
(1 - (z, t))-‘“+B’ which converges uniformly for t E S, we obtain 
ye) @rt)(l - (z, t))++4) d/f(t) 
/(n+P) q W+n+N 
r(n) keo r(n +P> k! I 
(z, OkfW 44). (1.8) 
s 
BY (1.11, S(rt> = Cj,,, 1” Iv a. 4. (rt), with convergence being uniform for all 
t E S. Therefore, 
i, (Z7 tjkfCrt> 44t) = x ajv (, (Z9 tjk #ji,trt) 44t). 
i.v 
Since $jju is homogeneous of order j, by Lemma 1 we obtain 
(1.9) 
Combining (1.8) and (1.9) gives (1.6). 




j-p)5-lpn+k-l +=rntk+4-I j; (1 +-' Sntk-l ds 
=rntkt-4-1 =b + k)=(13) 
r(n+k+p)’ 
Therefore by (1. lo), 
which proves (1.7). 
We conclude this section with Proposition 2 which proves an inequality 
involving the Cauchy-SzegG kernel on B. For the case n = 1 the result is 
well known. 
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PROPOSITION 2. For z E B and a > 42, 
i 
44t) 
s (l-(Z,t)lZa G 
r(n) r(2a - n) 
r(a)’ (1 - Iptlyn . 
Proof: Fix z E B. By the binomial expansion (1.5) 
(1.11) 
~1-(z,t)~-‘“=(1-(Z,t))-~(1-~)--a 
= F W+a)T(j+a) -. 
kz0 r(a)* k!j! 
(z, tjk (z, t)‘. 
Therefore by Lemma 1, 
i 
11 - (z, t)l-*” dp(t) = ‘@) ‘? =(k + a)2 1~1’~. 
s T(or)2 ky0 r(n + k) k! 
Furthermore, since log T(X) is convex on (0, co), for a > n/2, 
2 log I’(k + a) < log T(k + n) + log T(k + 2a - n), 
and consequently, 
Therefore, 
T(k + a)’ < T(k + n) T(k + 2a - n). 
11 - (z, t)(-2a dp(t) Q T(n);;:;- n, $ 
k=O 
T(;2;Tn;k;) IzIZk, 
from which the result follows. 
2. COMPARISON OF THE MEANS OFT, off, AND ~,,f 
In this section, we investigate the relationship between the growth of the 
means MPdf, r), M,(Jb! r), and M,(J,f, r) for P > 0 and 1 <p < 00. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be holomorphic in B, 0 < r c 1, and 1 < p < 03. Then 
for all /I > 0, 
4J(J4f, r2) G q@ + pyq r(n + ‘) r(n) Mp(f, r)( 1 - r2)-4, (2-l) 
M,(J,f, r> < 
r-“-4+1 r 
I UP) 0 
(r--P)5-‘pn-‘MpUP)dp. (24 
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ProoJ For the proof of (2.1), let 0 <p, r< 1, 1 <p < co, and [ES. 
Then by (1.6) and Holders inequality, 
$n+P) 
[ 
r(n) r@?) 1’q 
’ r(n) T((n + PY2) 1 
lip 1 ’ 
where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. In the last inequality we used (1.11) with 
2a = n + p. Therefore, by Fubini’s theorem, 
I s 
Again, using (1.11) and simplifying we obtain 
MP@f, v) G r(@ + pyq 
Qn +P)=@)Mp(f,p)(l +‘)-5. 
Setting p = r gives the desired result. When p = 1 or p = co the result follows 
directly from (1.6) and (1.11). 
Inequality (2.2) is a direct consequence of (1.7) for p = co, and for 
1 <p < co, (2.2) follows directly by using the continuous form of 
Minkowski’s inequality, 
As an immediate application of Theorem 1 we prove Theorem 2 giving a 
comparison of the growth of the means M,(J r), M,(J’f, r), and M,(JJ, r) 
as r* ll. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be holomorphic in B, a, /3 positive real numbers and 
l<p<uo. 
(a) rfM,(f, r) = 0((1 - r)-a), then M,(Jof, r) = 0((1 - r))“-4). 
(b) rf Mp(A r) = 0(( 1 - r)-a-4), then M,(J,f, r) = 0(( 1 - r)-“). 
Proof: The proof of (a) is an immediate consequence of inequality (2.1). 
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To prove (b), suppose M,(J r) Q C(l - r) -n-4 for some positive constant C 
and all r > 0. Fix 0 < rD < 1. Then by inequality (2.2), for all r > rO, 
By integration by parts, 
I :(rmp)Bel(l -p)-“-“dp=~+~j’(r-,)o(l -~)-~--“-‘dp, 0 
Since ,8 > 0, (r - p)” < (1 - p)“, and hence for r 2 ro, 
for positive constants C, , C,, from which the result now follows. 
Remark. For n = 1, in which case J4f and J, f correspond to the frac- 
tional derivative and fractional integral off, respectively, the result was first 
proved by Hardy and Littlewood [7]. 
Theorem 3 gives comparisons on the integral growth of the means M,(f, r) 
i’M,,(J4f, r), and M,,(J,f, r). We first state Lemma 3, the proof of which 
follows from the fact that the mean M,(f, r) is a nondecreasing function of r. 
LEMMA 3. If f is holomorphic in B, 0 < a < a~, and a > - 1, then for all 
r,O<r< 1, 
(M,(f,r)}a~(a+l)(l-r)-"-' \l(l-~)"{M,(ji~)~yd~- (2.3) 
-r 
THEOREM 3. Let f be holomorphic in B, 1 <p< 03, -1 < a < CL), and 
p>o: 
(a) For all a, 0 < a < 00, 
I ’ (1 - r)a’4a{MP(Jllf, r)}O dr < C 1’ (1 - r)n{Mp(f, r)ia dr. (2.4) 0 0 
(b) Conversely, for all a, 1 < a < co, 
~~(1-r)‘(MP(J,f,r))Udr~Cjb(l-r)“tnl{A4P(f,r)/adr, (2.5) 
where in both cases C is a constant depending only on a, p, a, and n. 
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ProoJ (a) By a change of variable and inequality (2.1) 
where C,,, = r(n + p) r(n)/r((n + /?)/2). Inequality (2.4) now follows since 
(1 -p’)” < (1 -p)” for -1 (a<0 and (1-p2)a<2u(1-~)n for 
O<a<m. 
(b) The proof of inequality (2.5) is considerably more involved and 
we break up the proof into several parts. We first consider 
I, = I,(c) = 1’ (1 - r)“(M,(J,f, r)}” dr, 
0 
where 0 < c < 1 is fixed. Also, for 0 < r < 1, we define A(r) by 
By inequality (2.2) and the increasing property of M,(f,p), 
Since 
r --n--4+1 r 
I r(P) 0 
(r-pP)bmlpnel dp= $1; (1 -s)d-ls’-lds=~(~(~)~). 
By Lemma 3, however, for all r, 0 < r < 1, 
{M,(f, r))” < (a t/3a t l)A(r)(l - r)-n-Bo-l. 
Since A (r) < A (0), 
I, < {r(n)/r(n +/?)}“(a +jlu + l)A(O) ji (1 - r))40-’ dr. 
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Therefore, by definition (2.6) for A(O) and the inequality 
JC, (1 - y)-Da-’ dr < l/@(l - c)-‘O, 
I,(c) < C,( 1 - c)-‘O ,( (1 - r)a+oa{MP(f, r)}” dr, (2.7) 
where C, is a constant depending only on n, a, p, and a. 
We now consider 
12 = I*(c) = ii (1 - r)“{M&J r))” dr, 
c 
where again 0 < c < 1 is fixed. 
We first consider the case, where /3 > 1. By inequality (2.2), 
I, = 
.r 
’ (1 - Y)*{MP(Jof, r))O dr 
c 
Since /3-- 120, (r-p)Bs’ < (1 -P)~-’ for all p, O,<p<r, and hence 
Suppose a = 1. Fix 0, c <; u < 1. By integration by parts, 
[(l-r)” [~~(l-P)“-‘M,(~p)dp]dr 
= - (1 -py+ 
i 
cT 
a+1 (1 -PYy?(f,P)4J 0 
+ (1 - C)n+’ 
!“: a+1 o (1 -P)“-~~,(~,P)~P 
+ -&-j”(l -r)“‘“M,(f,r)dr 
c 
~ (1 -C)n+’ 
I 
c 
a+1 0 U-P)“-‘%(.AP)~P 
+ &J’(l -r>“+“M,(f,r)dr. 
c (2.9) 
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Since (2.9) holds for all u, c < u < 1, we have 
(2.10) 




ww+ 1) I 
(1 - r)a+S M,(f, r) dr. 
0 
(2.12) 
Suppose a > 1. Let a’ = a/(u - 1) denote the conjugate exponent of a and 
let 6 be defined by 
6a = ap + (l/u’) a - (l/u). (2.13) 
Then by Holder’s inequality, 






(1 -p)‘“-‘-6’“’ dp . (2.14) 
Since@-l-J)u’+l=--(a+l)/a, 
.r : (1 +5-l-s’” dp<u/(a + l)(l -T)-(~+‘? 
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Therefore, 
As in (2.9), by using integration by parts, for c < c < 1, 
i 
)l _ r)n-(a+l)la’ 0’ (1 - ~)~“Pf,(f, ~11” 4 dr 
0 1 
< -& [(l -~)(=“+‘)‘~j~ (1 -r)S”(MP(f,r)}“dr 
0 
+ j” (1 - r)a+oo(M,,(f, r)}O dr ]. 
c 
(2.15) 
Here we use the fact (r - (l/a’)(a + 1) + 1 = (a + 1)/a and (l/a)(o + 1) + 
6a = a + /-Ia. Also, as in inequality (2.1 I), 
Therefore, letting u -+ 1, 
I 
c' (1 _ r)a-(a+lvL1' [i' Cl- P>~“W,(.L PN” dp 1 dr 0 
2a I 
(2.16) 
Combining these inequalities with (2.8) gives 
(1 - r)ets’{Mp(f, r)}‘dr, (2.17) 
for all a, 1 < a < co, and ,L? > 1. 
We now consider the case, where 0 < /? < 1. By inequality (2.2), for 
c<r< 1, 
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By the binomial expansion (1.5), for 0 < p < r, 
(r-p)4-’ = (1 -p)5-1 q w + 1 -PI (1 -r>” 
kyo I-(1 -/3)k! (1 -p)“’ 
Consequently, by the monotone convergence theorem, 
c-4 “, z-@+1-b) 
Mpv5f, r, G T(p) I-( 1 - p> & k! 
(1 - r)k 
x .I :(I -P)“-l-k~p(.LP)dp, 
and by Minkowski’s inequality, for 1 < a < co, 
(1 - rY{~,(J,f, r)ja dr 
I 
1/a 
C-D “, Qk+ 1-P) 
‘<~@)I(1 -B) & k! 
’ (1 - r)a+ka I/a X -p)4-‘-kMpdf,p)dp ‘dr 
I I 
. (2.18) 
Consider J’i (1 - r)atko [l: (1 - P)~-‘-~ M,(f, p) dp]’ dr. Suppose a = 1. 
Then, using integration by parts, as in (2.9~(2.1 I), one obtains 
I ’ (1 - r)a+k r(l -p)Bp’-kMp(f,p)dp dr c I 0 I 
1 
G (a+k+l) (1-c) [ 
c~+~+’ 
c 
’ (1 -p)4-‘-kMpdl;p)dp 
0 






(1 - r)a+5 Mp(f, r) dr. 
0 
(2.19) 
Suppose a > 1. Let a’ denote the conjugate exponent of a, and let 6 be 
defined by (2.13). Then as in (2.14) by Holder’s inequality, 




-~)~~‘-~MJf,/+fp 1 ‘dr 
j; (1 -P-)~-‘+(~+~)/~ [j) -p)d”xIM,(i,p)}“dp] dr. 
(2.20) 
As in (2.9) and (2.15), by using integration by parts on the term on the right, 
.i 
: (1 -r)k-*f(a+l)/a [f(l -p)d”-“{MJf,p)}udp] dr 
0 
2a 
G (a + 1 +ak) I 
‘(l-r) 6a+(‘+a)‘a{Mp(~ r)}’ dr. 
0 
Since 6a + (1 + CL)/U = a + /?a, combining these with (2.20) gives 
.r 
1 (1 - q+ka -p)4-1-kMp(f,p)dp ‘dr 
c 1 
42(U+p+ak~j~(1-r)“+““{~~(~~,“dr. (2.21) 





(1 - r)a{Mp(J5f, r>ln dr 
c 
2ac-” “, T(kfl-pp) 
G r@)I-(1 -p> k;. k!(ak + a + 1) 
x 1: (1 - r)~t4a{M,,(f, r)}’ dr] I”. (2.22) 
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We now show that the series converges. Since log I’(x) is convex on (0, oo), 
T(k+ 1-&<I-@+ l)‘-~l-(k)4=k1-41-(k). 
Therefore T(k + 1 - /?)/k! < k-O for k > 1 and consequently, 
c W+ l-8 < F k-(1+4) 
k:l k!(ak+a+ 1)’ ke, ’ 
which shows that the series converges. Therefore, if 0 < /I < 1, for all a, 
l<U<C0, 
z2(c) < C-W(a, a,P, j: (1 - r)(2fBD{Mp(f) r)}” dr, (2.23) 
where C(a, a, p) is a constant depending only on a, /?, u. Combining (2.17) 
and (2.23) gives 
Z2(c) < ceO’C, (1 - r)“+O’{MP(f, r)}” dr, (2.24) 
where 0 < p < co, 1 < a < co, and C, is a constant depending only on a,j3, 
and a. 
Finally, combining (2.7) and (2.24), for fixed c, 0 < c < 1, 
I ’ (1 - r)n{MP(J,f, r)}’ dr = Z,(c) + Z,(c) 0 
which proves (2.5). 
As an immediate application of Theorem 2, we obtain a generalization of 
Theorem B to the spaces BP on B. As in [lo], for 0 <p < 1, we define the 
space BP as the set of holomorphic functions f on B for which 
IlflleP= ji (1 - r)n((“p)-l’-l M,(f, r)dr < 00. (2.25) 
Then BP with norm (2.25) is a Banach space containing HP as a dense 
subspace. Tlie proof of Theorem 4 follows directly from Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose 0 <p < q < 1, and let /?= n((l/p) - (l/q)): 
(i) Iffy BP, then J,fE B4 with IIJOfll,p Q C IlfllBD. 
(ii) Iffy Bq, then J4f~ BP with I(J4fI(gP< C I(.f()84, 
where in both cases, C is constant independent ofJ 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
A real valued function u on B is said to be pluriharmonic if it is the real 
part of a holomorphic function f on B. Throughout this section, we shall 
assume that f is normalized so that f(0) is real. 
THEOREM 5. Let f be holomorphic in B with f (0) real and let 
u(z) = Ref(z). Then for 0 < p < 1, /3 > 0, and z E B, 
IJ!fJ(z) = 2 r(n + P> . 1 
04 44) 
r(n) s (1 - (z, t)>n+5 
- u(0). (3.1) 
Proof. Fix 0 < p < 1 and let 0 < r < 1 be arbitrary. Then by (1.6), for 
z E B, 
(3.2) 
By [ 11, Theorem 61, since U(Z) = Ref(z), 
Therefore, 
j 
f,W 444 = 2 
s (1 - (z, w+4 ij 
d.dJ WC) 440 
s s (1 - (r-t, C))“(l - k l)Y+’ 
W) 
- u(“)i, (1 - (z, f))n+a. 
Since (1 - (z, w))-~ is the Cauchy-Szeg6 kernel of B, i.e., the reproducing 
kernel of H*(B), 
I 44) = (1 - (rz, ~))-(‘+‘). s (1 - (rf, C))“(l - (z, l)Y+’ 
Also, (, (1 - (z, t>>- ~+fi) &(f) = (1 - (z, 0))-‘“+4’ = 1. Therefore, 
i 
f,(rO d/G) 
s (1 _ (z, t)y+fi = 2 I 
di?J 440 
s (1 - (rz, c))“+’ - ‘(O)’ 
and by (3.2), 
Letting r--t 1 in (3.3) gives the desired result. 
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We now use Theorem 5 to obtain two results on the rate of growth of the 
means MP of pluriharmonic functions and their conjugate. 
THEOREM 6. Let f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) be holomorphic in B, and suppose 
Mp(u, r) = O(l/(l - rY), l<p<co, a>o. 
Then 
MJU, r) = O( l/( 1 - r)a). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assumef(0) = 0. Then by (3.1), for 
0 < r < 1, the same proof as in Theorem 1 gives 
r(n + 1) r(n) 
and hence M,(JrL r) = 0((1 - r)-‘-a). A s a consequence of Theorem 2(b), 
M,,(f, r) = 0((1 - r)-a), from which the result follows. 
THEOREM 7. Lerf(z) = u(z) + iv(z) be hofomorphic in B withf(0) real. 
Thenfor-l<a<oo, l<p<co, l<a<a, 
,6 (1 - r)a{Mp(u, r)}” dr Q C lo1 (1 - r)a{MD(u, r)Ja dr, 
where C is a constant depending only on a, p, a, and n. 
(3.4) 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, by (3.1) for 0 < r < 1, 
M,(J’f, r’) < CM,@, r)( 1 - r*)- ’ + (u(O)l, 
where C is a constant depending only on n. Also, since 1 u(O)\ < MJu, r), 
l<PQoo, 
M,(J’~ 2) < C( 1 - r*)- ’ MJu, r), 
where again C is some constant depending only on n. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3a, we obtain that 
1’ (1 - r)n+a{MD(Jtf, r)}a dr < C j1 (1 - r)a{Mp(U, r)}a dr. 
0 0 
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Consequently, by Theorem 3 (b), 
1’ (1 -r)“{M,(.Lr)}“dr< C [’ (1 -~)~{M~(u,r)) dr, 
-0 -0 
which proves the result. 
As in [33], we denote by bP, 0 <p < 1, the space of pluriharmonic 
functions u on B for which 11 u /lb0 is finite, where 1) Ilbp is defined as in (2.25). 
As a corollary to Theorem 7, we immediately obtain the following 
generalization of Theorem A. 
COROLLARY. If u E bP and v is the pluriharmonic conjugate of u, then 
v E bP. 
Remarks. For the unit disk in C, Theorem 6 is well known and is valid 
for all values of p, 0 <p < co [ 1,8]. A variation of Theorem 7 is also well 
known for the unit disk. In [4] Flett proved that if f is holomorphic in 
Iz/ < 1 with f(0) real and if u is the real part off, then for 0 <p < co, 
O<a< 00, and y>O 
,d (1 - r)ay-l(Mp(f, r)}” dr ,< C 1: (1 - r)‘Y-‘(Mp(u, r)}” dr. (3.5) 
Clearly, (3.5) implies (3.4) for the unit disk. 
For both Theorems 2 and 3, the problem which is still unsolved is the case 
0 <p < 1. In addition, inequality (2.4) holds for all values of a, 0 < a < co, 
whereas we have only been able to prove inequality (2.5) for 1 < a < 00. 
One might conjecture that (2.5) is also true for the case 0 < a < 1. 
Since the operators JD and J, can be defined on arbitrary bounded 
symmetric domains, it would be interesting to obtain analogues of the results 
in the article in this more general setting. 
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